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Title VII (federal)

• Covers employers with 15+ employees

• Employees can file claims with the U.S. 
Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission

• EEOC recently demonstrated 
intentional focus on redressing sexual 
harassment

New York Human Rights Law

• Covers employers with 4+ employees

• But, prohibits sexual harassment by 
all employers (with as few as 1 
employee)

• Employees can file claims with the 
New York State Division of Human 
Rights

• Employers can now face claims of 
sexual harassment by non-employees 
(e.g., consultants, vendors, 
independent contractors)

Workplace Sexual Harassment Laws
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Written Policy
Annual Training

October 9, 2018 October 9, 2019

New Requirements for All NY Employers
Included in New York State Budget Legislation
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https://www.ny.gov/programs/combating-sexual-harassment-workplace

New York State’s Website
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• 8 pages long, single spaced (with footnotes)

• Improved overall from initial public draft

• No longer references “zero tolerance”

• One-size fits all; not tailored based on industry

• Only covers New York State law (not NYC requirements)

• Notable emphasis on outside reporting

• Remove footer language

NYS Model Policy
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• “You may choose to modify the policy to reflect the work of 
your organization and industry specific scenarios or best 
practices.”

• Must meet required minimum standards.

• Can distribute on paper or electronically.

Policy Options
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 Prohibit sexual harassment consistent with guidance issued by the Department of Labor in 
consultation with the Division of Human Rights.

 Provide examples of prohibited conduct.

 Include information concerning the federal and state statutory provisions concerning sexual 
harassment, remedies available to victims of sexual harassment, and a statement that there may be 
applicable local laws.

 Include a complaint form.

 Include a procedure for the timely and confidential investigation of complaints that ensures due 
process for all parties.

 Inform employees of their rights of redress and all available forums for adjudicating sexual 
harassment complaints administratively and judicially.

 Clearly state that sexual harassment is considered a form of employee misconduct and that sanctions 
will be enforced against individuals engaging in sexual harassment and against supervisory and 
managerial personnel who knowingly allow such behavior to continue.

 Clearly state that retaliation against individuals who complain of sexual harassment or who testify or 
assist in any investigation or proceeding involving sexual harassment is unlawful.

Minimum Standards Checklist
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Prohibit sexual harassment consistent with guidance 
issued by the Department of Labor in consultation with 

the Division of Human Rights.
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Provide examples of prohibited conduct.
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Include information concerning the federal and state 
statutory provisions concerning sexual harassment, 

remedies available to victims of sexual harassment, and 
a statement that there may be applicable local laws.
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Include a complaint form.
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Include a procedure for the timely and 
confidential investigation of complaints that 

ensures due process for all parties.
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Inform employees of their rights of redress and all 
available forums for adjudicating sexual harassment 

complaints administratively and judicially.
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Clearly state that sexual harassment is considered a form 
of employee misconduct and that sanctions will be 

enforced against individuals engaging in sexual 
harassment and against supervisory and managerial 

personnel who knowingly allow such behavior to continue.
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Clearly state that retaliation against individuals 
who complain of sexual harassment or who testify 

or assist in any investigation or proceeding 
involving sexual harassment is unlawful.
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Pros

 Guaranteed to satisfy state 
requirement

 Quick and cheap

 Will be available in other 
languages

Cons

Might not fit with other existing 
policies (e.g., other forms of 
discrimination/harassment)

Might over-encourage external 
reporting

Alternative approaches might be 
more effective at actually 
deterring/redressing sexual 
harassment

Should We Use the Model Policy?
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Make sure to obtain acknowledgment 
that employee has received and 

reviewed the policy.

NYS encourages this, but did not include 
acknowledgment on model policy.
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• Revised form less cumbersome than draft version

• Less formal wording

• Eliminates some questionable items:
• home contact information
• whether employee has filed lawsuit or administrative claims

• Asks whether complainant would like employer to “work with” their 
attorney

• Remove footer language

• Instruction page?

Model Complaint Form
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Model Policy Notice
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• State’s original deadline for training all current employees was 
January 1, 2019

• New deadline is October 9, 2019, and annually after that

• Annual training can be based on calendar year, employee anniversary 
date, or other date (e.g., October 9th)

• Originally required that new employees be trained within 30 days

• No longer a specific time period for training new employees, but the 
State encourages training as soon as possible

Sexual Harassment Training
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• An explanation of sexual harassment consistent with guidance issued by the Department 
of Labor in consultation with the Division of Human Rights;

• Examples of conduct that would constitute unlawful sexual harassment;

• Information about the federal and state statutory provisions concerning sexual 
harassment and remedies available to victims of sexual harassment;

• Information concerning employees’ rights of redress and available forums for 
adjudicating complaints; and

• Information addressing conduct by supervisors and any additional responsibilities for 
such supervisors.

Note: There is no specific time requirement for the training.

Sexual Harassment Training
Under New York law, beginning October 9th, annual training must be INTERACTIVE and include:
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• If the training is web-based, it has questions at the end of a section and the 
employee must select the right answer.

• If the training is web-based, the employees have an option to submit a 
question online and receive an answer immediately or in a timely manner. 

• In an in-person or live training, the presenter asks the employees questions 
or gives them time throughout the presentation to ask questions.

• Web-based or in-person trainings that provide a Feedback Survey for 
employees to turn in after they have completed the training.

What is “Interactive” Training?
NYS Examples include:
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“An individual watching a training video or reading 
a document only, with no feedback mechanism or 
interaction, would NOT be considered interactive.”
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“While a best practice for effective and engaging 
trainings, a live trainer is not specifically required. 
Live trainers may appear in person or via phone, 
video conference, etc. No certification is required 
and the State does not currently certify or license 
training providers.”
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• PowerPoint Presentation with 32 slides

• Training Script

• Sexual Harassment Case Studies (Additional 66 slides)

NYS Model Training
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Pros

 Should satisfy state requirement

 Quick and cheap

 Will be available in other 
languages

Cons

Someone still has to present it

No video or images included

Might be giving exact same 
training each year

Alternative approaches might be 
more effective at actually 
deterring/redressing sexual 
harassment

Should We Use the Model Training?
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Thanks for your time!

Questions?
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Scott P. Horton, Esq.
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